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A~traet--The rational Runge-Kutta (RRK) method is a non-linear explicit A-stable scheme for 
the numerical treatment of initial-value problems for systems of ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs). The method may be expected to be suitable for the treatment of stiff systems when the 
number of ODEs is very large. We have studied theoretically and implemented numerically the 
RRK scheme on problems of the type dx(t)/dt = Ax(t) + w(t), under stiff conditions. We have 
paid particular attention to the case when the system of ODEs originates from the semi- 
discretization of an evolution problem for a partial differential equation. The scheme is shown to 
perform poorly when the eigenvalues of A are widely spread; on the other hand, its performance 
is reasonable when the eigenvalues of ~ are "packed" around an average negative value and the 
forcing term w(t) evolves slowly with respect to this value. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The rational Runge-Kutta (RRK) method [1, 2] is a non-linear scheme for the numerical 
solution of initial-value problems for systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). 
It is explicit and exhibits A-stability features [2, 3]; accordingly, it appears to be attractive 
for the treatment of large stiff systems of ODEs. Such systems arise for instance in nuclear 
reactor studies [4], when the pertinent coupled parabolic equations for the neutron 
population and ODEs for the precursor population are semi-discretized--by some 
"method of lines" approach [5]--into an initial-value problem. We report here briefly on 
extensive numerical experiments which we have conducted concerning the performance of 
RRK schemes on some stiff problems uggested by nuclear reactor theory. Details may 
be found in Ref. [4]. 
Consider, for instance, the problem 
d 
dtX( t )=&x( t )+w(t ) '  t >0; x(0 ÷)=xo•C 'v. (1) 
Let 2~ . . . . .  )-u be the eigenvalues of the matrix A, with Re(20 i> Re(22) I> "'" >1 Re(2v). 
Assume that--after an early transient--the problem exhibits stiffness {that is, following 
Shampine and Gear [6], assume that the problem can be scaled in such a way that 
Re(2t) < 0, Re(2u)<< - 1 and 1[ dw(t)/dt II < II w(/)II }. For such problems we would like the 
RRK scheme to maintain--in analogy with the common performance of A-siable 
methods--a reasonable accuracy even when the step size of integration h is large on the 
fast time scale (i.e. L)-,vl h >> 1), provided that h is small with respect to the slower time scales. 
We show in Section 2 that this is the case only when the eigenvalues of A are "packed" 
around their average value. In Section 3 we present he results of several numerical 
experiments. 
tA preliminary version of this paper was presented at the meeting Metodi Numerici in Fisica Matematica, 
organized by GNFM-CNR in Rome, 11-13 June 1984. Some of the results have been incorporated in the 
dissertation draft submitted by A. Srivastava to the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Sciences of the State 
University of New York at Buffalo in July 1984. 
**To whom all correspondence should be addressed. 
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We would like to point out that our results do not corroborate the optimistic point 
of view of Satofuka [7] on the performance of the RRK schemes. On the other hand 
our conclusions are in agreement with the independent treatment presented recently by 
Sottas [8]. 
2. THE RATIONAL RUNGE-KUTTA (RRK) SCHEME 
Consider the initial-value problem 
d 
dt x(t) = f[x(t), t], t > 0; x(0-) = x0, (2) 
where x(t) is a real (or complex) N-vector. The two-stage RRK scheme which we wish 
to examine here has been studied by Wambecq [I, equation (6.2)] and Hairer [2, equation 
(5.1)] for the autonomous case (i.e. when f does not depend explicitly on time t). Let x, 
denote an approximation to x(t,) and let t,+t = t, + h. Adapting the RRK scheme to the 
non-autonomous problem (2), we have 
gl = f (x . ,  t. + ~h) ,  
g2 _._ f(x, + chg t, t, + ~:h) 
and 
where 
x .+ l=Tn(x . ) :=x .+h gIgl 2g I - g-" 
ab aRe(b'd) + bRe(d*a) - dRe(a*b). 
d (d'd) ' 
(3) 
a, b, d ~ C N. (4) 
Here a* denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a. The parameters ~,  7,. and c are 
subject o the constraint ~,  ~:, c E [0, I] (of course :q and ~: are irrelevant when problem 
(1) is autonomous). 
Wambecq [1] has shown that the RRK scheme (3) is of order 1, with the exception of 
the case c = ½ when it is of order 2. Hairer [2], referring to the linear autonomous diagonal 
problem 
d 
dt x(t) = Ax(t), A = diag(:.l . . . . .  2u), (5) 
has introduced the following definitions: (a) the set D c C is a stability region for the RRK 
scheme (3) iff VN ~ {1, 2 . . . .  }, Vht~e O (i e {1 . . . . .  N}), Vx ~ C" one has [I Th(x)I[ ~< [I x [I, 
where II.[I denotes the Euclidean norm; (b) the RRK scheme (3) is A(~)-stable iff 
{z ~ C I[ n-arg z l~< ~} is a stability region (it is Ao-stable if it is A(0)-stable). According to 
these definitions, the RRK scheme (3) has been shown [2, 3] to be A(n/2)-stable when 
c = 1, A(~)-stable for ~ < c < 1 [with 0 < ~ = ~(c)< n/2], and A0-stable for c = ½. 
Now, for future reference, we recall that the classical 0-method for problem (2) reads 
x,+ t=x .+h[ (1 -c ) f (x~, t . )+c f (x~÷t , t~+t) ] ,  0~<c~<l (6) 
(0 has been replaced by c), and that it reduces to: the "Euler explicit" (EE) method for 
c =0; the "Euler implicit" (EI) method for c = l; and the "trapezoid" (or 
"Crank-Nicolson") method for c = ½. The method is of order l when c # ½, and of order 
~' finally it is A(TZ/2)-stable for ½ ~< c ~< 1. 2 when c = .;, 
Applying either the RRK scheme (3) or the 0-method (6) to the scalar autonomous "test 
equation", dx( t ) /d t  = 2x( t ) ,  one obtains the equation 
l + (1 - c)h:. 
x.+ l /x .  = dp (h).)" = 1 - ch). 
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For h2 < 0 we have I~1< 1 when ~ ~< c ~< l, as expected (Ao-stability). Moreover, since 
~b(h2) - -* - ( I -  c)/c as Ih2[--**, for stiff problems smoothing is mandatory for c =.~, 
desirable for ~ < c < 1 and not required for c = 1. Numerical experiments, for the c = 
and c = 1 cases, both for the RRK and for the 0-methods are reported in Ref. [4]. In the 
remainder of this paper we shall refer to the El-like (i.e. c = 1) formulation of the RRK 
scheme (3); however, most of our conclusions hold also for ~ ~< c -N< 1. By inspection of 
equations (3) it may appear "natural" to assume that :q and :q ought to take the values 
0 and c, respectively. In fact, for the case c = 1, we can select values for e~ and ~z as follows. 
Consider the model scalar stiff problem 
d 
dtX( / )=2g( t ) [x ( t ) -u ( / ) ] ,  t>0;  x(0 +)=x0, (7) 
under the assumption that Re(2)<<- l ,  that /~(t)~>l, and that /~(t) and u(t) are 
sufficiently smooth and "slow moving" (i.e. Idu(t)/dtl<~ lu(t)l and Id#(t)/dtl<~ II~(t)f). 
It is clear [6] that x (t) = u (t) after an early transient of duration comparable to 1 /Re( -2) .  
For c = 1, implementation of the RRK scheme (3) on problem (7) yields 
h.~U~(x,  - u~) 2 
x.+~ = x. + (2~z~ - h2/qU2)(x. -u~)  -/~2(x. - u2)' (8) 
where ui: = u(t, + eih) and #i: = #(t, + eih) for i = 1, 2. As Ih2 I---,oe the r.h.s, of equation 
(8) approaches x,-(l~l/#2)(x,-ul), whereas the desirable result is x,+ I ~u(t ,+h).  
Separate treatment of the cases # variable with u constant, and # constant with u variable 
yields the choice em = ~: = 1. Extensive numerical experiments reported in Part 3 of Ref. 
[4] corroborate this choice. Accordingly, in the rest of this paper we set 
~1 = ~,- = c = 1. (9 )  
Note that in this case the RRK scheme and the El scheme when applied to the scalar 
problem (7) yield the same result. Note however that the explicit RRK scheme does not 
reduce to the 0-scheme (implicit for c ¢ 0) for non-linear or non-scalar problems. 
Now let us consider specifically the linear non-homogeneous version (1) of problem (2), 
under the assumption that the matrix ~ can be diagonalized. Thus, we assume that there 
is a non-singular matrix O such that 
/~:= U- t~U = diag().t . . . . .  2u). (10) 
The kth column vector u k of U is the eigenvector f /~ associated with the eigenvalue 2k. 
It is well-known that the transformations ¢ := U -Ix and rt := U-tw carry problem (1) into 
the diagonalized problem 
d 
-~t ~ (t) =/~(t)+t l ( t ) ,  (11) 
which is equivalent to the set of decoupled scalar equations 
d 
~k(t) = .~-k~k(t) + r/k(t), k e {1 . . . . .  N}. (12) 
Applying the Euler implicit scheme to equations (1), (11) and (12) we obtain, respectively, 
x.+l = q~ (h~)(x.  + hw...,), (13a) 
¢. . t  = q~ (h /~) (~.  + hr / . .~)  (13b) 
and 
where 
G...~ = 4~ (h.iD(G., + hrt~.,+,), (13c) 
q5 (,f3): = ((I -- f3) -t, (14) 
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and where ~.. denotes the kth entry of the vector ~.. Since for any diagonal N x N matrix 
/~ and any non-singular N x N matrix 13 one has 
13 -'~b (13 A 13 -') 13 = ~b (A) = diag(05 ().~) . . . . .  05 (:.,~)), (15) 
it is completely equivalent (in the absence of round-off errors) to apply the EI scheme to 
either one of the three versions [equations (I), (l 1) and (12)] of the problem. This occurs 
also in the case of the other linear 0-methods. It is the foundation [9] for the 
well-established use of the stability features of a given scheme on the "'test equation" to 
predict its performance on stiff systems of equations. 
Let us now turn to the RRK scheme (3) subject o the position (9). We know that on 
applying the scheme to each of the scalar equations (12) we obtain the same results as given 
by the application of the EI scheme, i.e. equation (13c). We can rewrite equation (13c) as 
follows: 
h 
¢k..+l - ¢k,. + ()-k +k.. + r/k..+t)" (16) 
I - h2~ 
However if we apply the RRK scheme to the (diagonalized) vector problem (I 1), after 
some manipulation we obtain 
h 
~k,. + i = ek.. + 0k,. 1 - h).k 
where 
- - ( ; ' . k~. .  + qk..+E), (17a) 
N N 
2 Y' 12R~R.. + r/R..÷,IZ Re(1--h2R)--(1-h2~) ~ t2R~R..+qR..+ZI" 
0k~=(l --h2k) R=l R=I (17b) 
N 
12R~R.. + r/R..+ I I-'I1 -- h2RI "~ 
R=I  
Thus [2], for the kth mode the estimation of the value of ~k,.÷~ is affected not only by the 
values of ~k,. and qk,.÷l, but also by the values of ~R.. and qR,.~.~, for all other values of 
R ~ { 1 . . . . .  N}; i.e, there is non-linear "mode coupling". Under the additional assumption 
that matrix & is normal, one can choose a diagonalizing matrix U which is unitary; in this 
case [2] it is equivalent to apply the RRK scheme to the original problem (I) or to the 
diagonalized vector version, equation (11). Hence, when A is normal and U is unitary, 
the counterpart of the first equality in formulae (15) holds; however the counterpart of 
the second equality does not. Thus an analysis based on the "test equation" is not 
appropriate [2, 9, 10]. However, even the analysis based on the definition of A-stability 
given above is not sufficient [8]. Indeed, it is known that the acceptable performance of 
the EI scheme for stiff problems can be understood by observing that for "slow" modes, 
when ]h;'.kl << 1 equation (16) yields ~,  + i ~ ~k,. + h ()-k ~k.. + r/k.. + ~) with local error O (h 2), 
whereas for "fast" declining modes, when Re(h2k)<<- 1 we have the satisfactory result 
~k..~-I ~ --(h).k)-l(¢k..+hr/k..+l) • Comparison of equation (16) with equations (17a,b) 
suggests that the RRK scheme should perform with accuracy comparable to the EI scheme 
whenever the "mode coupling" coefficient Ok.. ~ I. This occurs, of course, when Ih2k[<< 1 
for all modes. We want to examine the effect of stretching the time step. We can rewrite 
equation (17b) in the form 
N 
X I~0,.,I:(;.R - ; . k ) ( ; . *  - ; .~) 
0~.. = 1 -- h-' R=I ~v 
Z I~'R:I"I 1 --h;-RI'- 
R=I 
where 
(18a) 
tPR..: = )-R~R.n + r/R:- I' (18b) 
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Let+ 
A) .= max [I,:-R--;-~-i, I,:-~--';-~I} (19a) 
R.k ~ ', 1 . . . . .  ~, ', 
and assume that 
1 .V 
2:= ~R~_ ) . 0 .~ = (19b) 
Suppose that VR s {1 . . . . .  N},  [h).RI >> 1. Then 
.~ ,V 
2 I ~9R.~I 2 
R=I (m/ - )  2 R=I ~ I~'"~l:;'= 
10~.~-II~<hZ(AZ): v ~ ~ L - " " 
10R.,I:[ 1 --h2Ri z [ 0R.,IZI/-RI" 
R=I R=I 
We can draw the conclusion that 0~., ~ I  even for ]h21>>l, provided that IA;./'2l<<l. 
Therefore for problem (1) when w(t) is "'slow" and ~ is normal with eigenvalues packed 
around their average value (with Re( ; . )<<-  1), we can implement he RRK scheme (3), 
with assignments (9), employing time steps h that are large on the ). scale but small on 
the time scale of evolution of w(t). 
The performance of the RRK scheme when the eigenvalues are not "packed" is 
illustrated by some numerical experiments in the following section. Here, we present two 
simple examples concerning problem (1 I) in the two-dimensional case (see also Ref. [8]). 
Suppose that r h and r/., are time independent, that -Z ,>>-2K > 0 and that the values of 
~t(0), ~2(0), zt = rh/,it and z, = rl,_/2,_ are comparable to 1. Assign a time step h such that 
I h).~l<<l<<lh£21. Then the E I formula (16) yields the accurate results (at time t = h): 
it = it(0) + h2t(~t(0) + z~) + O(h 2) and 4., ~ -z,_. On the other hand, the RRK scheme 
(17) yields (at t = h): ¢1 ~ 41(0)+ (21/)-2)(~1(0)+ Zl) and ~_, ~ -z , .  Thus, the estimate of 
the evolution of the "s low" mode exhibits an immediate serious inaccuracy, which is hard 
to control by automatic step adjustment. Next, consider the same two-dimensional 
problem, with -,;., = -2).~ >>1 and q~ = ?/2 ~-0.  When ¢~(0) and ¢.,(0) are equal to 1, and 
IhJ.~l>>l>>h, the EI formula yields the desirable results (at t = h): i t -~ 0 and ~: ~ 0. On 
the other hand, since according to equation (18a), 0~ ~ l -4 /17  and 02-,~ 1 - 1/17, the 
RRK scheme (17) yields the unsatisfactory results (at t = h): ¢~ ,,~ 4/17 and ~_, = 1/17. In 
this case the treatment of both variables is inaccurate. Finally, we note that--s ince 
A-stability appears to be insufficient to guarantee an acceptable performance of a 
non-l inear method on stiff prob lems- -Sot tas  [8] has recently introduced the concept of 
componentwise A-stability for non-linear methods. 
3. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
We report briefly on the performance of the RRK method, with the parameters given 
by equation (9), on some selected stiff problems; for details (and for c = ~ cases) see 
Ref. [4]. 
Example I 
We consider diagonal systems of the form 
d 
dt x(t) = ,~,x(t), & = diag(,:.l . . . . .  ).v) s :R ~" * ~" 
x(0) = (1 . . . . .  l)V~ ~", 
(20) 
+Note that if all entries of & are real, tb.en 
A.;. = max t)-R-)-~ 
R.k=- i I .  ..~'i 
and ,:. s R. 
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where 
,;.~ = - (10)  ~-~, k ~ {1 . . . . .  N}. 
We assign to N the values from 1 through 5. The exact solution is xk(t) = exp(,;,t) and 
the El method yields xk.~ = (1 -h,;.k)-L Thus, both x~ and x~., are N independent (for 
k = 1 , . . . ,  N and N = 1 . . . . .  5). However for the non-linear RRK method, owing to the 
phenomenon of"mode coupling", the numerical results obtained, for example, for x, when 
N = I may not be expected to match those obtained when say N = 5. 
Figures 1-5 illustrate the performance of the RRK method for h = 0.1 and t ~ [0, 1]. It 
is apparent that for N > 1 and Ih,;.NI >>1 the RRK results exhibit errors which are higher 
than those exhibited by the EI results. It may also be noted that the error in the 
computation of the variables x~ grows as N increases; i.e. as the relative spread of the 
eigenvalues increases. Moreover [4], in the scalar case (i.e. for N = 1) the RRK results 
match the EI results for all values of [h2~[. 
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Example 2 
Consider the heat equation 
u(x, t) = .---;u(x, t), 
Ot Ox" 
u(O, t) = u(l, t) = O, 
u (x, O) = f (x ) .  
Its semi-discretized counterpart is
d 1 
dt u(t) = ~ @u(t), 
u/0) = f ( iAx) .  
O<x<l ,  t >0,  
(21) 
t >0,  I (22) 
Here n(t) = [ut(t) . . . . .  uu(t)]T; ui(t) is an approximation of u(iAx, t); i e {1 . . . . .  N}; 
Ax =I [ (N+ I); ~ is the tridiagonal matrix defined by aik = -2  for i =k ;  a,k = 1 for 
li - k l = 1; aik = 0 for li - k l/> 2. It is well-known that the eigenvalues of the continuous 
problem (21) are vk = -k2n2/ l  :, k e {1, 2 . . . .  }, and that those of the discretized problem 
(22) are 2k = 2[cos(k~) - 1]/(Ax) z, k • {1 . . . . .  N}, • := zr/(N + 1); furthermore, as &x ~0 
(i.e. as N--*oo) 2~--*v~ and the stiffness of system (22) increases. Here we assign the initial 
condition 
f (x ) = sinOrx /l). (23) 
The explicit solution of system (21) is the fundamental mode: u(x , t )=s in (zx / l )×  
exp(-zr:t / l : ) .  Moreover, for the EI and RRK methods the round-off free solution 
of system (22) also reduces to the fundamental mode: u ,=( l -h ) .~) - "z  where 
z~: = sin(rdAx/l). However, the numerical results in Fig. 6 and Tables 1 and 2 show that 
in the presence of round-off noise, when r := At/ (Ax)  2 > ½ the RRK results exhibit high 
numerical errors compared with those exhibited by the El results. Accordingly, if accuracy 
is sought, the restriction r < ~ has to be imposed on the RRK scheme; it is the well-known 
stability restriction which is imposed when the EE method is employed. The average 
fo' ~ (t) : = u (x, t) dx/ l  
reported in Tables 1-3, has been computed using the trapezoid rule of integration. 
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Table 1. Computed values of flit = 10) using the E[ method on Example 2 
h 
, _4 . r~ H H 4 H 4-' H 43 H 4 ~ 
.5 0 .7999495E-  OI 0 .5222459E-  01 0.4506181E - 01 0 .4326688E-  01 I).4281812E - 01 
~ . .  ~ ~ ~ . .  ~r  = 2.5/44 
A2 0.7918068E -01 0.510756[E - OI 0.4385809E -01 0.4205234E -01 0.4160107E -01 
~. . , . , . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ~ . .~ .~ ~ ~ r = 2.5,43 
.5¢2" 0.7897809E -01  0.5078544E -01  0.4355538E - 01 0.4174724E -01  0.4129543E -01  
~, . . .  ~ ~ ~, . . . . ,  ~ r = 2.5/4 z 
A.;23 0.7891806E -0 l  0.5071273E -01  0.4347961E -01  0.4167089E -01  0.4121895E -0 I  
~ ~ ~ ~ r = 2.5/4 
r =2.5  ~43 r =2.5  x4 :  r =2 .5  x4  "~r=2.5  
H = 2.5, .5 = 1.0, l = 6, r = h(Ax)-' .  Exact solution: ~(10) = 0.41042815E - 01. 
Table 2. Computed values of ti(t = 10) using the RRK method on Example 2 
H H,4 H4"  H,43 H,4 ~ 
,5 0.7999495E - OI 0.5222459E - 01 0.4506181E - 01 0.4326688E - 01 0.4281812E-  0I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  ~ r = 2.5/4 a 
A/2 0.7918208E - 01 0.1575757E "- 00 0.9195033E - 01 0.4205234E - 01 0.4160107E - 01 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r = 2.5/43 
/32" 0.1318266E + 00 0.3048645E + 00 0.3067129E + 00 0.1213109E + O0 0.4129543E - 01 
~. . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~,  = ,_.5,.4: 
A "~ 0.___7064E + 00 0.3849189E + 00 0.4742180E + 00 0.3660786E + 00 0.1299097E + 00 
~ ~ ~-~ ~,  = 2.5,'4 
r=2.5  ×43 r =25 x4-" r=2.5  x4  r =2.5 
H = 2.5. A= [.0, I=6 .  r=h (&~:):. 
Table 3. Computed values of ff(t = I0) using the EE method on Example 2 
/N~r  h H H4 H 42 H 43 H 4 "t 
3 0,7387893E - 02 0.3312907E - 01 0.4027593E - 01 0.4207023E - 0[ 0.4251895E - Ol 
~ . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r = 2.5,4" 
.5.2 0.6515047E -02  0.4295621E - 01 0.3904624E - OI 0.4084920E -01  0 4130029E - Ol 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r = 2.5,43 
2, 2: 0.6305889E - 02 0.7883004E -,- 08 -0.2786892E --- 43 - 0.7564967E + 27 0.4099429E - Ol 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r = 2.5.42 
.523 0 .6254069E-02 -0 .4774337E+ 17 -0 .4963330E-84  -0 .3181717E-226 -0 .6358992E-  161 
~ ~ ~ ~ _  ~ r = 2.5/4 
r = 2.5 ,~ 4; r = 2.5 x 4-" r = 2.5 x 4 7 " =  2.5 
H=2.5,  L%= ].0, /=6 .  r =tl (&vJ'. 
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Example 3 
The purpose is to illustrate the performance of the RRK method as compared with that 
of the EI method for stiff problems when the relative spread of the eigenvalues i small. 
Consider the problem 
Cu(x , t )=2 :c --10 u(x . t )+2g(x , t ) ,  0<:c<l .  t>0,  
u(O, t) = u(l, t) = 0 
and 
u(x, O) = 1, 
(24) 
where we set 2 = 10 4, g(x, t) = (1 + xt)t, ~ = (l/5rr)-'. The semi-discretized counterpart of 
problem (24) is 
d 
dt u(t) = 2Bu(t) + ).g(t), u(0) = (1 . . . . .  l) T, (251 
where 
~Z 
= ~/~ - 10L (26) 
and ~ is the tridiagona] matrix employed in Example 2; u(t)=[ut(t),...,uv(t)] T, 
g(t) = [gE(t) . . . .  ,g,v(t)] T, g , ( t )~g( iAx ,  t). For numerical treatment we apply the same 
discretizations as in the previous example; the number of interval mesh points N varies 
from 5 to 47, ! = 6. Note that the eigenvalues of the matrix B lie in the interval [ -  11, - 10] 
for N = 5 and in the interval [ -50 ,  -10]  for N = 47. 
In Fig. 7 we plot the value of ti (computed using the trapezoid rule) for various values 
of the relative spread s of the eigenvalues of [13. It may be noted that for a large value of 
s agreement of the RRK results with the El results is seen only for a small step size of 
integration. 
30 
S 
25 
EI • • - .o  
EI, RRK 
• E[,  RRK•/*- 
y 
/ i ~ l l e }  AX=A/23  ; s= 0.455 
AX=A/22;  $" 0.22 
• • Ax=AI2  ; s .O07 
• ~x. /k  ; s '1 .Sx lO  -2 
ZO I I t I Z . 
H H/4  H /16  H/64  H I256  
Time steel h 
Fig. 7. ~ Computed at t = l0 for Example 3. Here H = 2.5 and A = 1. The relative spread of the 
eigenvalues i
s :=k/~(~.R-2) : ; . :N  
with 2 defined by equat ion (19b). In the three cases Ax = A2  k with k = 0, I. 2 the values of t i (10)  
computed by E[ and RRK differ by <0.  l. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
The explicit non-linear RRK scheme has been studied for initial-value problems for stiff 
systems of ODEs of type (1). Although the method is A-stable [2, 3], when the stiffness 
ratio is large--i.e, when the eigenvalues of ~ are spread apart--the scheme does not 
perform satisfactorily. On the other hand, a better performance is exhibited when the 
eigenvalues of ~ are grouped in the vicinity of 2 < 0 and the forcing term w(t) is slow 
with respect o the ). scale; in this case acceptable results can be obtained by employing 
a time step which is long on the eigenvalue time scale, provided that it is short on the time 
scale of evolution of w(t). 
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